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Abstract: This study evaluates the critical high- and low-temperature rheological properties of a
high-viscosity modified asphalt (HVMA) binder by analyzing one neat and three high-viscosity
modified binders (B-type, Y-type, and H-type) using temperature sweep tests and multi-stress creep
recovery tests (MSCR) through the dynamic shear rheometer (DSR), and low-temperature creep
stiffness properties by the bending beam rheometer (BBR). Technical indexes such as the softening
point temperature, dynamic viscosity, rutting factor, unrecoverable creep compliance, and the creep
recovery rate are measured and calculated for high-temperature properties, while the m/S value,
dissipation energy ratio, relaxation time, elongation, creep stiffness, and creep speed are used as
technical indexes for low-temperature properties. The results show that the incorporation of high-
viscosity modifiers reduces the unrecoverable creep compliance and increases the creep recovery rate
of the asphalt binder. Non-recoverable creep compliance is found to be a reliable indicator for high-
temperature performance, while at low temperatures, the relaxation time decreases, the dissipation
energy increases, and the stress relaxation ability improves. The dissipation energy ratio and m/S
value are suggested to evaluate the low-temperature performance of HVMA binders using the Burgers
model based on the BBR bending creep stiffness test. Therefore, this study recommends using the
unrecoverable creep compliance via MSCR to evaluate high-temperature properties and dissipation
energy ratio and m/S value for low-temperature properties in the evaluation of HVMA binders.

Keywords: HVMA binder; rheological theory; unrecoverable creep compliance; dissipation energy
ratio; m/S value

1. Introduction

With the advancement of pavement materials and mixtures capable of meeting specific
performance under different temperatures, deformations, and functions, higher and higher
requirements are put forward for the creation of modified asphalt materials such as SBS,
rubber, and high viscosity modified binders by increasing the amount of asphalt binder
in the mix [1–4]. Because modified asphalt material can improve the road performance
requirements of asphalt binders, it is widely used in road engineering. Among them, high-
viscosity modified asphalt (HVMA) binders refer to a modified material with a viscosity
higher than 20,000 Pa·s at 60 ◦C [5–7]. Because of its excellent bonding force and strong
adhesion to aggregates, it can be used as one of the future recycling mixtures [8–10] and has
been widely adopted in porous asphalt mixtures [11], stress absorption layers [12], bridge
deck pavement layers [13] and other domains [14–16].

The main areas of research on HVMA in recent years have been the making of modified
asphalt, the performance of modified asphalt at high and low temperatures, and its use as
a binder in pavement materials. More investigation has conducted additional research on
the rheological characteristics of HVMA binders, particularly high-temperature responses.
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Chen et al., investigated the effects of high-viscosity modifier (HVM) content on the charac-
teristics of modified binders and contrasted it with neat asphalt using 60 ◦C viscosity as
the key indicator. The findings demonstrated that high-viscosity modified materials were
quite compatible with a neat bituminous binder at 60 ◦C [17]. Li et al., used vacuum decom-
pression capillary and dynamic shear rate scanning experiments to examine the capillary
viscosity and zero shear viscosity of a HVM binder. The findings demonstrate that the vis-
cosity characteristics of high-viscosity asphalt binders vary depending on the state they are
in, and for those with viscosities greater than 30,000 Pa·s, zero shear viscosity can be used to
characterize the material’s bonding properties [18]. Tan et al., created HVMA by modifying
matrix asphalt with thermoplastic elastomer and SBS particles. The effectiveness was then
compared to engineering high-viscosity asphalt, SBS-modified asphalt, and 70 # asphalt.
The findings revealed that the modified materials dispersed well in asphalt and that the
TPE particles, which function as high-elastic interlocking units, were spread uniformly
throughout the network structure. The T-HVA also displayed better high-temperature
stability and low-temperature flexibility [19]. PG high temperature grading, multi-stress
repeated creep, accelerated fatigue, temperature scanning, and other procedures were used
by Li et al., to set up HVMA for use in high-temperature environments. They compared and
analyzed the alterations of the high temperature, fatigue resistance, and shear resistance
indexes. The study’s findings are beneficial for the development of porous asphalt mixtures
and their use in high-temperature regions [20]. Yu et al., developed waste-LDPE/SBS
composites to produce environmentally beneficial HVMA. The rheological properties and
microstructure of asphalt were examined using a DSR, BBR, and fluorescence imaging. The
findings demonstrate that waste polymers can significantly increase the performance of
asphalt at high temperatures and lengthen the fatigue life of asphalt materials [21]. Using a
DSR, Guo et al., examined the dynamic viscoelastic characteristics of a high viscosity, high
elasticity, high strength, and SBS-modified glue. The results showed that different kinds of
modified asphalt binders performed differently at high temperatures depending on their
equilibrium complex shear modulus [22]. The rheological characteristics of three different
types of high-viscosity changed materials were examined using DSR by Qin et al., who
also compared them to the neat binder. It was discovered that HVMA binders had superior
thermal stability and deformation recovery ability at high temps compared to the neat
binder [23]. By using a BBR, Zhang et al., investigated the low-temperature rheological
characteristics of neat asphalt and high-viscosity modified binders (BBR). The findings
show that the production of the HVMA binder with a plasticizer and crosslinking agent can
enhance its low-temperature performance [24]. Zhang et al., used macro and micro tests,
including BBR and FTIR, to examine the efficacy of HVMA. The findings demonstrate a
relationship between the structural properties of the compounds and the thermal properties
of asphalt for the HVMA binder’s low-temperature rheological properties [25].

Researchers have studied the high- and low-temperature rheological properties of
high-viscosity modified binders over time, and on the basis of their findings [26–28],
they have proposed the assessment index of high-temperature rheological properties of
HVMA binders. Among them, most of the rheological properties of high-viscosity modified
asphalt are similar to those of neat asphalt, such as complex shear modulus, m/S value
and rutting factor. Still, the research needs to reach a deeper level, considering specific
indicators and expanding the limited analysis of low-temperature rheological properties
of high-viscosity modified materials. As a result, it is essential to research the crucial
high- and low-temperature rheological characteristics of HVMA binders. In order to
methodically investigate these characteristics, the DSR and the BBR experiments were
performed on three different types of high-viscosity modified binders. To find more useful
high- and low-temperature performance key evaluation indexes for HVMA binders and
to establish a foundation for judging the caliber of high-viscosity modified binders, seven
high-temperature performance evaluation indexes and six low-temperature performance
evaluation indexes were chosen for a differentiation analysis.
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2. Raw Materials and Test Methods
2.1. Asphalt Material

The neat material was the SK-90 road asphalt binder, and two commercially available
high-viscosity modifiers (B-type and Y-type) were selected. The thermoplastic rubber that
makes up the high-viscosity modifier is mixed with granular modifiers such as adhesive
resin, plasticizer, and anti-aging substance. Compared with the Y-type high viscosity
modifier, the B-type high viscosity modifier also added a small amount of carbon black.
The main physical indexes are depicted in Table 1. The HVMA binders were made by
adding HVM to the neat material. The neat asphalt binder was melted into a flowing
state during the preparation process, and the high-viscosity modifier was then applied at a
temperature of 170–180 ◦C (the content was 12% of the mass of the neat binder [23]). After
operating at moderate speed (2000 r/min) for 10 min, the high speed (5000 r/min) was
maintained for 30 min. To remove the bubbles created during the shearing procedure, it
was put in an oven at 175 ◦C for 10 min after shearing was finished. For comparison, the
study also selected a completed high-viscosity modified binder (H-type). Table 2 displays
the key characteristics for the four various bitumen binders.

Table 1. Physical indexes of the high-viscosity modifier.

Test Item Test Value Index

Particle Size/mm 4.5 ≤5
Density/(g/cm3) 0.8 0.7~1.0

Water Absorption/% 0.4 <1%

Table 2. Characteristics of asphalt binders.

Type Penetration (25 ◦C, 5 s,
100 g)/(0.1 mm)

Softening
Point/◦C

Ductility
(5 ◦C)/cm

Dynamic Viscosity
(60 ◦C)/(Pa·s)

SK-90 97.1 47.4 9.7 140.3
B-type 51.1 84.3 64.3 38,696.9
Y-type 54.6 85.9 59.9 20,425.1
H-type 49.3 94.2 48.6 99,635.4

2.2. Test Method

The DSR test can be used to gauge the viscosity and elastic characteristics of asphalt
binders. In the study, temperature sweep test and MSCR test of HVMA binders were
used to investigate the high temperature rheological properties. HVMA binders’ low
temperature creep stiffness properties were investigated using a BBR test.

2.2.1. Temperature Sweep Test

Consequently, the AASHTO T315 [29] temperature scanning tests are performed using
the DSR. The measurement is conducted in the 3 ◦C to 80 ◦C temperature range using a
25 mm parallel plate with a 1 mm gap. Then, the step size is 5 ◦C, and the angular frequency
is 10 rad/s.

2.2.2. MSCR Test [30]

A DSR was used to conduct the test, which involved shear creep and recovery at two
different stress levels at a predetermined temperature. First, 0.1 kPa and 3.2 kPa were
the two creep stress values that were applied. At the 0.1 kPa stress level, twenty cycles
were run. Then, for a total runtime of 300 s, ten cycles at the 3.2 kPa stress level were
performed. Each cycle was further split into a 1 s stress loading stage and a 9 s zero stress
recovery stage [31,32]. Considering the actual reference pavement conditions [33], the test
temperature was imposed to be 64 ◦C. The asphalt binder specimens were short-term aged
and tested with the 8 mm plate and 2 mm gap. MSCR test uses the non-recoverable creep
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compliance Jnr and the creep recovery rate R as the evaluation index, and the calculation
formula is shown in Equations (1) and (2).

Jnr =
εu

σ
(1)

R =
εp−εu

εp
×100% (2)

above εp is the peak strain; εu is the unrecovered strain; and σ is the stress.

2.2.3. BBR Test

The BBR test measures the stiffness and relaxation performance of the asphalt binder
at low temperatures. The BBR test was employed in this study to assess the asphalt’s low
temperature rheological characteristics. The measurement temperature was set to −12 ◦C,
−18 ◦C, and −24 ◦C in accordance with AASHTO T313 [34] requirements.

3. Test Results and Analysis
3.1. High-Temperature Rheological Properties
3.1.1. Rutting Factor

The variation of the rutting factor (G∗/ sin(δ)) with the temperature for SK-90, B-
type, Y-type, and H-type is shown in Figure 1. The G∗/ sin(δ) of the four different types
of asphalt binders diminishes as the temperature rises, suggesting that the resistance to
rutting will decrease as well. Then, the G∗/ sin(δ) of B-type, Y-type and H-type HVMA
binders were greater than those of the neat binder, indicating that adding a high-viscosity
modifier greatly improved the rutting resistance of the neat binder. In the process of
high temperature to low temperature, the anti-rutting ability of HVMA binders is better
and better than that of the neat binder, indicating that the high temperature rheological
properties of high viscosity asphalt should be selected under high temperature conditions.
Based on field data [33], it was noted that asphalt pavement could become as hot as 65 ◦C in
the summer, so the G∗/ sin(δ) at 65 ◦C was chosen as the evaluation index of high-viscosity
modified binders. The G∗/ sin(δ) of the three HVMA binders at 65 ◦C were 15,519 Pa
(B-type), 10,964 Pa (Y-type) and 19,921 Pa (H-type), respectively. The order from large to
small is H-type > B-type > Y-type, indicating that an H-type high-viscosity modified binder
has the best rutting resistance.
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3.1.2. Non-Recoverable Creep Compliance and Creep Recovery Rate

Figure 2 shows the above MSCR test results at 64 ◦C. Figure 2 shows that under
multiple stress loads, the time–strain curve of SK-90 is greater than those of the three
HVMA binders. This pattern shows that the neat binder’s high-temperature rheological
properties can be greatly enhanced by high-viscosity modifiers. Comparing the time–strain
curves of the three high-viscosity modified binders, it is evident that the time–strain curve
of H-type is the lowest (the best high-temperature rheological properties). In contrast, the
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time–strain curves of B-type and Y-type are relatively similar, indicating that the difference
in the high-temperature rheological properties of B-type and Y-type is insignificant. It
is found that the time–strain curves of SK-90 under two stress levels are one order of
magnitude smaller than those of HVMA binders under the same stress and temperature
conditions, which indicates that the addition of a high-viscosity modifier greatly enhances
the high-temperature deformation resistance of asphalt.
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The Jnr and R were calculated according to Equations (1) and (2). The outcomes
are displayed in Figures 3 and 4. In the figure, Jnr0.1 and Jnr3.2 represent the average
values of non-recoverable creep compliance of the binder in ten cycles under 0.1 kPa and
3.2 kPa stress, respectively. R0.1 and R3.2 represent the average values of the R of the
binder in ten cycles under 0.1 kPa and 3.2 kPa stress, respectively. Figure 3 shows that
the SK-90 neat, B-type, and Y-type HVMA binders all have lower levels of resistance to
irreversible deformation than the H-type HVMA binder. The Jnr of the four binders in a
high-stress level (3.2 kPa) is higher than that in a low-stress level (0.1 kPa), demonstrating
that under higher stress conditions, an asphalt binder is more susceptible to permanent
deformation. Figure 4 shows that under the low-stress level, the R values of H-type HVMA
and Y-type high-viscosity modified binders are not much different and greater than that
of B-type high-viscosity modified and SK-90 neat asphalt binders. Under the high-stress
level, the R of the four types of asphalt binders from the largest to the smallest is H-type,
Y-type, B-type, and SK-90. Compared to the R value under the low-stress level, R under the
high-stress level has different degrees of reduction. Among them, the B-type high-viscosity
modified material has the most significant decrease, reaching 15%, and a minimal 0.9%
decrease in the H-type HVMA binder.
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3.1.3. Analysis of High-Temperature Performance Evaluation Index

For the high-temperature evaluation index of HVMA binders, relevant researchers
have performed considerable work, still demanding a unified view. In order to assess the
high-temperature performance of HVMA binders, it is essential to investigate an evaluation
index. Table 3 lists seven different high-temperature evaluation indexes of high-viscosity
modified binders, separately for Softening Point, Dynamic Viscosity, G∗/ sin(δ), the Jnr0.1
and Jnr3.2, and the R0.1 and R3.2. In this paper, the discriminating capability of high-
temperature performance evaluation indexes of high-viscosity modified binders is studied
using the discrimination analysis method. Discrimination analysis is a method of using an
independent sample t-test to study whether there are differences in the collection of test
data. Discrimination is the quantitative power of an evaluation index in distinguishing
among specific characteristics; the greater the value of discrimination D, the more sensitive
the index is [35]. This paper used SPSS software to calculate the discrimination of high-
temperature evaluation indexes, shown in Table 4.

Table 3. Different evaluation indexes of high-temperature property.

Type Softening
Point/◦C

Dynamic Viscosity
(60 ◦C)/(Pa·s)

G*/sin(δ)
(65 ◦C)/Pa

Jnr0.1 (64 ◦C)/
kPa−1

Jnr3.2 (64 ◦C)/
kPa−1

R0.1
(64 ◦C)

R3.2
(64 ◦C)

B-type 84.3 38,696.9 15,518.6 21.54 32.39 80.1 64.9
Y-type 85.9 20,425.1 10,964.2 15.47 19.9 96.9 85.1
H-type 94.2 99,635.4 19,921.1 2.41 2.9 96.2 95.2

Table 4. Discrimination—calculation result of high-temperature property.

Index Softening
Point/◦C

Dynamic Viscosity
(60 ◦C)/(Pa·s)

G*/sin(δ)
(65 ◦C)/Pa

Jnr0.1 (64 ◦C)/
kPa−1

Jnr3.2 (64 ◦C)/
kPa−1

R0.1
(64 ◦C)

R3.2
(64 ◦C)

D 0.000061 0.134179 0.007432 0.151634 0.190717 0.000309 0.002042

Table 4 shows the ranking of the seven different kinds of high-temperature perfor-
mance evaluation indexes for HVMA in terms of discrimination: Jnr3.2 (64 ◦C) > Jnr0.1
(64 ◦C) > Dynamic Viscosity (60 ◦C) > G∗/ sin(δ) (65 ◦C) > R3.2 (64 ◦C) > R0.1 (64 ◦C) >
Softening Point. This shows that the MSCR test can better discriminate HVMA binders. The
distinguishing ability of unrecoverable creep compliance is the best. Because the softening
point test is empirical, it cannot be used to assess the high-temperature performance of
HVMA because it has the lowest softening point discrimination. The performance of HVMA
binders at high temperatures is recommended to be assessed using the unrecoverable creep
compliance of the MSCR test.
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3.2. Low-Temperature Rheological Properties
3.2.1. Burgers Model

A typical viscoelastic material is an asphalt binder. The viscoelastic properties of
modified asphalt binders can be adequately described by the Burgers model. It is a four-
element viscoelastic constitutive model with a series-parallel connection made of two
spring elements and two dashpot elements. The mathematical equation is [36]:

ε(t)= σ0

[
1

E1
+

1
η1

t+
1

E2

(
1 − e−

E2
η2

t
)]

(3)

In the formula, ε is strain; σ0 is the applied stress, MPa; E1 is instantaneous elastic mod-
ulus; η1 is the instantaneous viscosity coefficient; E2 is the slow deformation after applying
stress; and η2 is a viscosity index whose deformation does not disappear immediately after
the applied stress is removed.

The BBR test data of the four asphalt binders were nonlinearly fitted (by 1stOpt—First
Optimization software) to identify the Burgers model parameters. The relaxation time (λ)
and dissipation energy ratio (Wd(t)/Ws(t)) of the four materials were calculated by fitting
parameters E1, E2, η1, and η2. The calculation formula is as follows [36]:

λ = η1/E1 (4)

Wd(t)/WS(t) =
[

t
η1

+
1

2E2
(1 − e−

2E2
η2

t
)

]
/
[

1
E1

+
1

2E2
(1 − 2e−

E2
η2

t
+e−

2E2
η2

t
)

]
(5)

where t is the stress action time, and s is the stress level.
Relaxation time reflects the measurement of the stress of the asphalt binder with time.

The longer the relaxation period, the more unfavorable (slow) the stress dissipation in the
asphalt binder is [37]. The evolution of the relaxation time over temperature for the four
binders can be ordered using the formulas and as shown in Figure 5: SK-90, Y-type, B-type,
and H-type. The H-type high-viscosity modified binder presents the shortest relaxation
time, suggesting the best low-temperature performance. As the temperature decreases,
the relaxation time increases; this is because at a lower temperature, the binder elasticity
increases, then the viscosity effect reduces, the energy consumption rate becomes slower,
and the time allowing the stress change becomes longer, resulting in longer relaxation times.
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The dissipation energy ratio shows the asphalt binder’s ability to relax; the higher the
dissipation energy ratio, the greater the material’s low-temperature crack resistance [37].
Figure 6 presents the dissipation energy ratio for the four binders and the following trend:
H-type, B-type, Y-type, and SK-90. The low-temperature performance of the H-type is the
best in terms of dissipation energy, which is consistent with the relaxation time evaluation
findings. The dissipation energy ratio of asphalt binders reduces as the temperature
drops, demonstrating that the dissipation energy in the binders decreases, the stored
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energy rises, and low-temperature crack resistance worsens. In the temperature range of
−18 ◦C~−12 ◦C, the dissipation energy ratio of the four binders decreases significantly,
while in the temperature range of−24 ◦C~−18 ◦C, the dissipation energy ratio of the four
materials exhibits a minor reduction, indicating that as the temperature drops, the elastic
ratio of the binders rises, but as the temperature drops further, the binder approaches a
glassy state.
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3.2.2. Creep Stiffness and Creep Speed

Figures 7 and 8 display the S and m numbers of the four binders. Low-temperature
crack resistance becomes worse as the temperature lowers due to an increase in asphalt’s S
value. Under various low-temperature circumstances, the order of S for the four binders
from large to small is SK-90, B-type, Y-type, and H-type. From the stiffness perspective, the
H-type HVM binder has a better low-temperature crack resistance than SK-90, B-type, and
Y-type asphalt. While the temperature decreases, the m value of asphalt increases, but there
is no apparent consistency in the variation of the m value of the four binders under various
temperature conditions. It can be seen that different asphalts show the same law: under
low temperature conditions, the creep stiffness modulus of asphalt increases while the
creep rate decreases; the creep stiffness modulus can better reflect the modulus difference
between different asphalts, but, all in all, using S or m alone to assess the low-temperature
performance of HVMA has obvious limitations.
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3.2.3. m/S Value

According to other studies [38], the low-temperature characteristics of asphalt can be
described by the m/S ratio; the higher the ratio, the better the low-temperature properties
of the asphalt material. The m/S values of the four materials at various temperatures
are depicted in Figure 9. The fact that the m/S values of B-type, Y-type, and H-type
high-viscosity modified binders are higher than those of neat asphalt binder (SK-90) under
low-temperature settings shows that high-viscosity modifiers can greatly enhance binders’
low-temperature performance. Among them, the m/S value of H-type high-viscosity
modified material is the highest, indicating that H-type HVMA has the greatest low-
temperature performance. The increase rate of m/S value of the four materials evaluated
in the temperature range of −24 ◦C~−18 ◦C is less than that in the temperature range
of −18 ◦C~−12 ◦C. This trend is due to the increasing temperature leading to the higher
energy of molecular motion in the binder, facilitating the activity of the molecular chain
segments and structure in the material.
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3.2.4. Analysis of Low-Temperature Performance Evaluation Index

Over the years, there has been limited research in identifying suitable evaluation
indexes for the low-temperature performance of HVMA binders. Consequently, it is
essential to investigate an evaluation index suitable for evaluating the low-temperature
performance of HVMA binders. Section 3.1.3’s discrimination analysis method is also used
to investigate the low-temperature performance evaluation index of HVMA binders. In this
paper, m/S value (−12 ◦C), ductility (5 ◦C), creep stiffness (−12 ◦C), creep speed (−12 ◦C),
relaxation time (−12 ◦C), and dissipation energy ratio (−12 ◦C) are selected as different
low-temperature performance evaluation indexes of HVMA binders (see Table 5). The
discrimination capability of low-temperature evaluation indexes is presented in Table 6.

Table 5. Different evaluation indexes for low-temperature properties.

Type m/S
(−12 ◦C)

Density/
(g/cm3)

S (−12 ◦C)/
MPa m (−12 ◦C) λ (−12 ◦C) Wd(t)/Ws(t)

(−12 ◦C)

B-type 0.00556 64.3 73 0.406 76.87 5.75
Y-type 0.00617 59.9 66.2 0.409 75.30 6.34
H-type 0.01 48.6 42.4 0.424 48.30 26.86

Table 6. Discrimination capability of low-temperature evaluation indexes.

Index m/S
(−12 ◦C)

Density/
(g/cm3)

S (−12 ◦C)/
MPa m (−12 ◦C) λ (−12 ◦C) Wd(t)/Ws(t)

(−12 ◦C)

D 0.020454 0.001740 0.011869 0.000007 0.008249 0.407520
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Table 6 demonstrates that the sequence of discrimination of low-temperature perfor-
mance evaluation indexes for high-viscosity modified binders is as follows:
Wd(t)/Ws(t) (−12 ◦C) > m/S (−12 ◦C) > S (−12 ◦C) > λ (−12 ◦C) > elongation
(5 ◦C, 5 cm·min−1) > m (−12 ◦C). The dissipation energy ratio and m/S value have the
best discrimination power. This paper recommends that the dissipation energy ratio and
m/S value should be utilized to assess the low-temperature performance of a HVM binder,
rather than creep stiffness or creep rate alone.

4. Conclusions

Based on the results of the analysis, the following inferences can be drawn:

(1) At 65 ◦C, the rut factor values of the three HVMA binders are all greater than 10,000 Pa,
and the unrecoverable creep compliance under different stress levels is much smaller
than that of neat asphalt, and the creep recovery rate is much larger than that of matrix
asphalt. At a low temperature, the dissipation energy ratio and m/S value of the
three kinds of HVMA binders are smaller than those of neat asphalt. These show that
the use of high viscosity modifiers is positive to improve the performance of asphalt
and high-viscosity modifiers can significantly enhance asphalt’s high-temperature
deformation resistance, significantly reduce the possibility of low-temperature crack
resistance, and have good deformation recovery ability.

(2) Considering seven high-temperature performance evaluation indexes of HVMA
binders, such as rutting factor, dynamic viscosity, softening point, non-recoverable
creep compliance, and creep recovery rate, it is recommended to use the MSCR test’s
non-recoverable creep compliance to evaluate the high-temperature performance
of HVMA.

(3) Elongation, creep stiffness, creep speed, dissipation energy ratio, and relaxation time
were chosen as low-temperature performance evaluation indexes of high-viscosity
modified binders. The Burgers model’s dissipation energy ratio and m/S value are
recommended for evaluating the low-temperature performance of high-viscosity
modified materials.

(4) This study investigates the high- and low-temperature rheological performance index
of a HVMA binder and provides the recommended high and low temperature per-
formance evaluation index. Due to the small number of asphalt samples used in the
test, we will test more samples in the follow-up study to study and analyze the more
accurate rheological performance index of HVMA binders, and will provide the basis
for determining the quality of high-viscosity modified binders.
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